
Lenton Road, Nottingham NG7

Guide price £169,950

Key Features
• The Park Estate • 2 Double Bedrooms

• Single Garage • Character Property



Lenton Road, NG7
Centrick Property is delighted to offer to the market this stunning two bedroom
apartment in the desirable location of The Park. This spacious and light
apartment includes a single garage and private entrance. 
The Park Estate is one of the most unusual residential estates in the country,
located in the heart of Nottingham city centre and within walking distance of
the restaurants, shops and Nottinghams popular nightlife. Formerly the deer
park in the grounds of Nottingham Castle, this unique residential estate was
created in the 1820s, designed by renowned architects including T. C. Hine and
Watson Fothergill. This exclusive inner city conservation area boasts views of
Nottingham Castle and demonstrates Victorian architecture at its finest, with
several listed buildings. Although some of these buildings retain their original
grandeur, many have been converted into high end apartments. The Park Estate
is believed to have the largest gas street lighting networks in Europe, making
the estate particularly atmospheric at night. Former residents of The Park Estate
include Hugh Grant and Paul Smith. Excellent transport routes both into
Nottingham city centre and north and south of the city make this a hugely
popular area to live.

Entrance Hallway
24'5" x 4'4" (7.45 x 1.31)
UPVC Front door with additional panelled window allowing light to flow
through the hallway, A couple of steps, adding character, leading to the body of
the apartment.

Kitchen
11'1" x 6'10" (3.38 x 2.08)
A white kitchen fitted with a range of units and including an electric hob and
electric oven. The kitchen is also home to the boiler providing gas central
heating to the apartment.

Bathroom
12'3" x 5'6" (3.74 x 1.67)
A lovely bathroom boasting a huge corner bath with overhead shower,
extractor fan, sink and WC, The character flows from this bathroom with a
unique corner seating area, which gives potential for a separate shower cubical
or storage cabinets.

Lounge
16'8" x 14'10" (5.08 x 4.52)
The large space and high ceiling makes this main living area of the apartment
the favourite room to spend time in, 3 arched, double glazed windows again
add character and create a warm cosy feel, whilst the wall lights add
ambiance to the room,

Double Bedroom 1
12'3" x 10'2" (3.73 x 3.10)
The master bedroom currently showing neutral decor and carpet is a blank
canvass to any inspiration. With ample plug sockets and a virgin connection.

Double Bedroom 2
10'2" x 9'7" (3.10 x 2.92)
A very similar sized double bedroom with an additional secret. It is very rare for
apartments to have a loft hatch and access to store belongings in, restricted
to the space above this room only due to the unique design of the building.
Perfect for the Christmas tree and suitcases!

Garage
Perfect secure shelter for a car or bike, with electric doors and electric plug
points it could also be used as a workshop.


